About the ELD and Using It

FAQ
Can an ELD be set to 15 minute time intervals? — Explanation of time intervals handled by the ELD
Can I change a Driving status to a Non-Driving status? — Explanation of driving status
Does DriverTech's ELD have Anti-Virus software? — Anti-virus handling by the ELD
DTNav, typing in a city name that starts with "South" — Entering a City/State into DTNav
Health Check — Performing a Health check from Sys Info
How are Speeding Alerts Created? — How speeding alerts are created.
How can a driver combine their on-duty not driving status on an ELD, with Driving? — Process for combining On-Duty with Driving status
How does the TruckPC detect driving? — States how the TruckPC detects driving/movement from the truck
How does the Truck PC go from Driving to On-Duty automatically? — Going from Driving to On-Duty automatically
How do I use the Agricultural Exemption — Using the AG exemption
How do the HOS Timers calculate? — A brief explanation of the timers/clocks in HOS
If I turn the TruckPC off and start driving, will it record my drive time? — How the ELD auto-records drive time
I received a low memory warning. What should I do? — What to do when receiving a low memory message on the unit
Manually Submit HOS Logs from the ELD — ELD: Submitting HOS logs
Unit Icon Legend: What does this icon represent? — What the various icons mean in the ELD
What can I do if my unit cannot send or receive messages? — Troubleshooting messaging issues.
What does a driver need to do when they see diagnostic errors? — FMCSA regulations on driver responsibilities when they see diagnostic

errors.
What does the driver do on their end to register a DT unit? — Registering the ELD on the driver's end
What do the icons in the Log Overview report mean? — Fleetwatcher: Identifying the diagnostic icons
What is "Yaw Control via Engine" and "YC Brake Control"? — An explanation of yaw control via engine and YC brake control.
What is automatically recorded by the ELD? — Explanation of the data recorded by the ELD automatically
What is Required to Trigger an Auto-Arrival (Workflow)? — What triggers an auto-arrival in workflow?
What should I show a DOT officer while being inspected? — Explanation of what to show a DOT officer when being inspected
What triggers an event that is recorded by the camera? — Listing of the events that trigger a video from a camera
What were the 4 main HOS rule changes added in Sept. 2020? — Related articles
When do my logs/current totals update? — Explains when the logs and current totals update in FleetWatcher
When I press anywhere on the screen, only the bottom left corner lights up. — When only the symbol key lights up when touching anywhere

on the screen
Where Does State Mileage go if a Unit Was Unplugged While Crossing State Lines? — An example explaining state mileage in regards to

sensor jumps.
Which software version is my unit running? — How to locate your unit's software version.
Who can Certify an HOS log? — FMCSA regulation on the certification of HOS logs
Why am I being auto-removed from Yard Move? — Brief explanation: how the driver is removed from Yard Move automatically
Why am I not able to use the Co-Driver feature? — Information on the functionality of the Co-Driver feature
Why are my State Miles Showing on the Wrong Date? — How to troubleshoot the State Mileage Report data
Why can't I add a status when I stop driving? — Brief explanation: how to enter an on-duty status after driving has ended
Why is my unit shutting down while I'm driving? — Lost power while driving?
Why was I put on the drive line before I started driving? — An explanation of how the unit decides "driving" status.
Why wont my TruckPC turn on? — Troubleshooting steps for a unit with no power.
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